PRESS RELEASE

Benefit Accounts Receivable by Simplifying the
Process through Multi-Option Delivery
Derby, UK — July 16, 2015 — Esker, a worldwide leader in document process automation solutions,
and SAP® software solution and technology partner, is delighted to announce its presence at this year’s
Office Supplies Credit Forum being held at Experian Ltd, Nottingham, 22nd July 2015.
During this forum, industry experts will cover some of the key challenges facing companies’ financial
operations today, specifically: how to improve Accounts Receivable (AR) by automating invoice delivery
and ensuring both the authenticity and integrity of the document, as well as archiving both electronic
and paper-based invoices. Esker will demonstrate how to gain significant business benefits by
simplifying the AR process through multi-option delivery.

Managing Director of Esker Northern Europe, Alistair Nicholas, along with the Technical Director of
Esker Northern Europe, Wynne Jones, will discuss and demonstrate how Esker can help streamline
document processes across an organisation through automation and bring a wide range of business
benefits. Giving customers the option to receive documents such as invoices, in a number of different
formats and having full visibility along the audit trail bringing benefits to both the customer and their
customers.

Esker will also look at being able to make the process totally transparent by giving the choice to
customers regarding the way in which their documents are delivered, help in speeding up payment
processes, improve customer satisfaction, reduce the number of queries made, decrease overall
handling time and cut the cost of document delivery.

If customers are not quite ready to receive electronic correspondence then the ability to use a mail
service can allow the mailing of business documents directly from an application for worldwide delivery
to postal services in less than 24 hours. Without hardware or software, mail is processed and handed
off to the postal service nearest to the recipient from any of Esker's global mail facilities.
Alistair Nicholas, Managing Director of Esker Northern Europe went on to explain, “For an organisation
or department to suddenly go from mainly manual to entirely electronic processes within business
functions such as AR, may present huge challenges. However, Esker works with companies to deliver
an individually tailored solution. So if the best starting point for the customer is 30% automation,
progressing to, say, 60% before reaching 100% automation, then that is the kind of bespoke service we
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offer – which, in turn, delivers extra benefits for customers by providing real agility for business
processes. Plus, the customer has the extra advantage that the entire service is provided by one
supplier; rather than engaging different providers for point-to-point solutions and incurring the resulting
complexities and challenges, the entire solution is conveniently provided by one supplier - in this respect
Esker is the ultimate convenience ‘One Stop Shop’ for an end-to-end software solution.”

About Esker
Esker is a worldwide leader in document process automation solutions. Addressing all types of business
processes, from accounts payable and accounts receivable to order processing and procurement, Esker
cloud computing solutions enable companies to automate the reception, processing and sending of any
business document with one platform. Esker helps over 80,000 companies around the world to reduce
the use of paper and eliminate manual processes while improving their productivity, efficiency and
environmental impact.

With 46.1 million euros in sales revenue in 2014, Esker operates in North America, Latin America,
Europe and Asia Pacific with global headquarters in Lyon, France, and U.S. headquarters in Madison,
Wisconsin. Esker is listed on the NYSE Alternext in Paris (Code ISIN FR0000035818).
For more information, visit www.esker.co.uk, Follow Esker on LinkedIn at Esker – Northern Europe, or
on Twitter at @EskerNEurope and join the conversation on the Esker blog.

